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Abstract. A large amount of on-line information and lengthiness information can’t fit for the mobile 
devices. In order to save this problem, we propose a method which collects original news text from 
on-line information and extracts summary sentences from them automatically. On this basis, we 
adopt WML(Wireless Markup Language) to build a news website for mobile devices browsing 
through the news summary. The system is mainly made up by Automatic News Collection and Auto 
Text Summarization. Our experimental results proved the effectiveness of the means.  
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1   Introduction 
As the news websites grow rapidly, the on-line news becomes large and repeatedly, even some news 
websites quote the contents of other news websites[1]. It is more and more difficult for the reader to 
skim over websites and get a quick idea of their content. Therefore, based on reporting intensity and 
updating speed, we select several Chinese news Home sites as the resource of news collection.  
In the last few decades, researchers have brought up a number of automatic summarization 
methods[2][3][4][5][6]. Basically these methods fall into two categories. One is called human-imitation 
approach or generative approach, which constructs the summary based on the structure and semantics of 
the source text. The other group of approaches tries to extract important sentences based on information 
acquired from the surface clues of the text. This approach is termed the extraction approach. Therefore, 
at the current stage, it is better to use statistical information in automatic extraction. The method 
proposed in this paper also extracts important sentences based on textual statistical information. But our 
method not only uses statistical information but also employs text structural features to improve the 
performance of important sentences extraction.  
2   Basic idea of Automatic News Collection 
The basic approach of Automatic News Collection is to analyze target websites and find out the rule of 
the articles text in HTML page. We have built the experiment news collection system named ACnews to 
automatically collect news on the proposed method. In this section, we describe the main process for 
extracting news content from a website.  
(1) Download a news HTML page from destination websites. 
(2) Analyze the HTML page to find out the rule. 
(3) Collect news HTML pages from destination websites. 
(4) Extract information about news author and news date. 
(5) Extract news text from HTML pages. 
(6) Delete ad and ad link from original news text. 
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(7) Save the information obtained by fourth step and fifth step in database. 
At present, ACnews is only for Chinese articles collection. Of course our method can be applied to 
other language articles easily, just by additional support of the multinational language code.     
3   Basic idea of Automatic Text Summarization 
Our basic idea is to extract sentences based on the statistical information and structural features. H. P. 
Edmundson[7][8] has proposed four methods to decide importance of sentences in his article. On this 
basis, according to observation to the Chinese summaries, we have confirmed that the most important 
sentences are extracted according to the occurrence frequency of words, the length of the sentences, and 
the position of the sentences. The method uses the following two assumptions: 
• The assumption made by Luhn that sentences closely related to the topic of the text occur frequently 
in the same text. 
• The assumption that generally the first sentence and the longer sentences in articles summarize the 
main content of the articles.  
Therefore in our method, while judging the importance of sentences, we only use noun phrases or noun 
clauses as the clues to determine candidate sentences to be extracted. At the same time, we judge the 
importance of words based on classical approach TF·IDF. The second assumption says that important 
sentence often appears at the beginning of paragraphs and sentences with strong generality are longer 
than the others. Therefore, our calculation of importance of a sentence also depends on these two 
components. 
3.1   Computing word importance 
We use the following formula to compute a word importance. 
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• Wi : the importance of ith word, 
• n : the number of occurrence of the ith word in ith sentence,. 
• M : the total number of sentences in the text, 
• m : the number of the other sentences contained ith word. 
3.2   Computing a sentence importance 
According to the first assumption and the second assumption we have confirmed the following formula 
to compute the weight of sentences: 
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• li :  the importance of ith sentence, 
• C : the set of all sentences in the article, 
• w : the word in the articles, 
• Lenghthsi :  the length of ith sentence,  
• Positionsi : value given according to sentence position, 
• α+β+γ=1 : In the test parameter that we used is 0.3, 0.3, 0.4.  
4   Experiment and evaluation 
Basically, there are two major two types of summarization evaluation methods: intrinsic evaluation and 
extrinsic evaluation[9][10]. Intrinsic evaluation compares automatically generated summaries with gold 
standard (ideal summaries) to measure the quality of these summaries straightforwardly. Extrinsic 
evaluation measures the performance of automatically generated summaries in a particular task (e.g., 
classification). 
In our test, an intrinsic evaluation method is presented. The following three systems are employed to 
do the same experiment.  
• ATSS-SI: A system we built using both the statistical information and the structural information. 
• ATSS-SS: A system we built using only statistical information. 
  Evaluation experiments are discussed as follows. We use ACnews to collect 30 Chinese news articles 
that are various genres randomly. Then we use these 30 Chinese news texts to construct the testing 
corpus. For each text, three students constructed manually and independently “ideal” summaries in two 
proportions: 10% and 20%, which are the rates of the summary length to the original text length. Then 
the summaries generated by using our summary system are compared with the ideal summaries 
extracted by human. For each text, the precision and recall are computed to evaluate the quality of the 






















• Sm :  the set of summary sentences produced by the system,  
• St : the union set of the 3 sets of summary sentences manually extracted by 3 graduate students, St 
=S1 S2 S3∪ ∪ ,  
• Sc : the intersection set of that, Sc = S1∩S2∩S3. 
We compare the summaries generated by ATSS-SI with the summaries generated by ATSS-SS. The 
results are shown in Table 1: 
Table 1. The result of summary evaluation 
Summary Rate  ATSS-SI ATSS-SS 
10% precision 0.77 0.55 
 recall 0.78 0.58 
20% precision 0.74 0.51 
 recall 0.76 0.53 
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Table 1 shows the results of the presented system ATSS-SI is better than ATSS-SS. The result clearly 
demonstrates that the approaches used in our system are reasonable. 
5   Conclusion 
  In this paper, we described an approach which uses both Automatic News Collection and Automatic 
Text Summarization. It is a feasible application for the users who often use mobile devices such as PDA 
and mobile telephone to get a quick idea about on-line news. Compared with web crawlers, our 
Automatic News Collection system (AC-news) can extract original news text quickly and accurately. 
And in the Automatic Text Summarization, we proposed a method which extract important sentence 
based on statistical information and the structural information of the text. The evaluation result stated 
shows the method is reasonable. However the summary generated based on information acquired from 
the surface clues of the text is mechanical. Constructing the summary based on the structure and 
semantics of the source text has become more and more popular recently. We are working on a better 
method to make generated summary better understood by humans.  
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